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XHYRE Credit/Bonus - Terms and Conditions

1. Eligibility:

1.1. The XHYRE Credit/Bonus program ("Program") is open to all registered
members of XHYRE ("Participants'') who meet the eligibility criteria set
forth herein.

1.2. Participants must be of legal age in their jurisdiction to participate in
the Program.

1.3. Employees, affiliates, and immediate family members of XHYRE are
not eligible to participate in the Program.

2. Program Description:

2.1. The Program offers eligible Participants the opportunity to earn
credits or bonuses ("Credit/Bonus") based on qualifying activities within
the XHYRE platform.

2.2. The types of qualifying activities and corresponding Credit/Bonus
rewards will be determined and communicated by XHYRE at its sole
discretion.

2.3. The Credit/Bonus earned through the Program holds no cash value
and cannot be transferred, exchanged, or redeemed for cash.

2.4. XHYRE reserves the right to modify the Program structure, earning
opportunities, and Credit/Bonus rewards at any time without prior notice.
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3. Earning Credits/Bonuses:

3.1. Participants can earn Credits/Bonuses by engaging in eligible
activities as defined by XHYRE. Eligible activities may include but are not
limited to:

a) Making successful transactions through the XHYRE platform, subject to
specific terms, such as minimum transaction amounts, number of
transactions, and transaction frequency.

b) Referring new users to XHYRE who subsequently register and
complete qualifying activities. Referral bonuses will be credited to the
referrer's account after the referred user meets the necessary criteria.

c) Participating in special promotions, contests, or events as announced
by XHYRE, where additional Credit/Bonus rewards may be offered.

3.2. XHYRE reserves the right to modify the list of eligible activities and
the corresponding Credit/Bonus rewards at any time without prior notice.

3.3. Participants can review their earned Credits/Bonuses through their
XHYRE account dashboard.

4. Redemption of Credits/Bonuses:

4.1. Participants can redeem accumulated Credits/Bonuses as per the
redemption rules and guidelines provided by XHYRE.

4.2. The redemption process may be subject to minimum thresholds and
other terms, as determined by XHYRE.

4.3. XHYRE may offer various redemption options, which may include
discounts on transaction fees, exclusive offers from partner merchants, or
other rewards.

4.4. The availability of redemption options and corresponding terms may
be subject to change, and XHYRE will communicate any modifications
through its official channels.
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5. Expiration and Forfeiture:

5.1. Credits/Bonuses earned within the Programmay have an expiration
date, which will be communicated by XHYRE.

5.2. If not redeemed within the specified time frame, unused
Credits/Bonuses may expire and become invalid.

5.3. XHYRE shall not be liable for any expired or forfeited Credits/Bonuses.

6. Program Changes and Termination:

6.1. XHYRE reserves the right to modify, suspend, or terminate the
Program, in whole or in part, at any time and without prior notice.

6.2. Changes to the Programmay include, but are not limited to,
adjustments in Credit/Bonus earning rates, types of eligible activities,
redemption rules, and expiration periods.

6.3. In the event of Program termination, Participants will be provided
with reasonable notice through XHYRE's official communication channels.

6.4. Upon Program termination, Participants may have a specified period
to redeem their earned Credits/Bonuses before they expire.

7. Compliance and Abuse:

7.1. Participants must comply with all applicable laws and regulations
while participating in the Program.

7.2. XHYRE reserves the right to take appropriate actions, including
disqualification and account suspension, in cases of suspected abuse,
fraud, or violation of these Terms and Conditions.

7.3. Any attempt to manipulate or exploit the Program, including using
multiple accounts or engaging in fraudulent activities, will result in
immediate disqualification and possible legal action.
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8. Disclaimers:

8.1. XHYRE shall not be held liable for any loss, damage, or inconvenience
arising from the use of Credits/Bonuses or participation in the Program.

8.2. XHYRE does not guarantee the availability, accuracy, or reliability of
the Program and may suspend or discontinue it at any time.

8.3. XHYRE is not responsible for any errors, omissions, or inaccuracies in
the calculation and issuance of Credits/Bonuses.

9. Data Privacy and Security:

9.1. XHYRE will handle all personal information collected during the
Program in accordance with its Privacy Policy. Participants' data will be
used solely for the purposes of administering the Program and providing
related communications.

9.2. XHYRE employs reasonable security measures to protect Participants'
information and prevent unauthorised access or disclosure.

10. Governing Law:

10.1. These Terms and Conditions shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws.

11. Severability:

11.1. If any provision of these Terms and Conditions is found to be invalid,
illegal, or unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall continue in full
force and effect.


